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ACTIVITY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 2019

The month of November was filled with lots of fun & frolic. With the onset of cloudy weather once
again in the morning hours, activities planned in the month witnessed a lot of enthusiasm amongst the
children. 

 FHD- TRANSPORT  
The activity was conducted on 11th Nov. children of UKG drew the pictures of three different modes of
transport. This activity helped the children to get a clear idea about the different modes of transport
and their importance.

 SPECIAL ASSEMBLY-GURUNANAK JAYANTI  
A special assembly to celebrate Guru Nanak Jayanti was conducted on 11 th  Nov. The stage was
decorated in an attractive manner, in keeping with the theme. A large backdrop was also prepared
depicting Shri Guru Nanak Dev and Shri NishanSaheb. The students of LKG spoke about the Guru’s
life,  his  key  teachings  and  Sikh  Religion.  They  explained  the  meaning  of  “Guru  Mantra”  to  all.
Prabhatpheri, a procession which is done early morning marking the Guru’s birth, was emulated by
the children,  who were all  decked up in  white  and orange colored Sikh attire.  The entire school
echoed with the slogan of “Bole So Nihal, Sat Sri Akal”. Children of LKG-L presented a soulful dance.
The assembly hall was filled with positive vibes. The Headmistress, Mrs. Rakhi Khanna addressed the
assembly on completion.

 ROSE COLORING ACTIVITY  
The activity of UKG children drawing a simple picture of rose and then color was carried on 13 th Nov.
The children were made aware that red rose was favorite flower of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and he
was always seen with red rose pinned to his coat.

 CHILDRENS DAY SPECIAL ASSEMBLY  
Children’s  day  assembly  was  conducted  on  14 th Nov.  All  activities  pertaining  to  the  day  were
conducted for kids on theme of picnic. The day began with the welcome songs for kids, followed by a
puppet show. All the preparations were done by the teachers. The kids enjoyed the sight of teachers
dressed up as joker and rabbit. A variety of entertaining games were organized for kids and an active
participation  was observed from the  kids.  Icing on  the  cake was the snacks  including  chocolate
provided to the kids by the school. The event was very well managed by the staff. The kids went back
home with smiles on their faces. 

 CHILDRENS DAY TAKE AWAY  
Children’s day was celebrated on 14th Nov. A take away of paper carry bag was given to the children
that the children made with the help of the class teacher. The children thoroughly enjoyed creating it.
They were explained about how paper bags are better than plastic bags and they should use paper
bags in place of plastic packets.

 ROSE COLORING ACTIVITY  
Rose coloring activity was conducted in the LKG class on the occasion of Children’s day on 19 th Nov.
The outline picture of rose as stuck in the scrapbook and children colored the roses with red crayon.
Children enjoyed the activity.

 FRUIT CHAT ACTIVITY  

Fruit chat activity was conducted on 19th Nov by LKG children. They were told to get the fruits and
class teacher cut the fruits and mixed all the fruits. This activity was conducted to inculcate healthy
eating habits.



 ANIMAL STENCIL PASTING ACTIVITY  
Animal stencil pasting activity was conducted on 21st Nov by LKG students. The stencil of different
animals was pasted in the scrap book and children colored the animal according to their skin color.
Children enjoyed the activity with fun.

 FHD- Traffic signal and take away  
Free hand drawing of traffic signal was done by UKG children on 27 th Nov under the guidance of
respective class teachers. Teacher demonstrated the importance of traffic signal and the need to
follow them whilst moving on the road. The children were given a finger puppet of the traffic signal and
were happy to carry it home.

 ANIMAL RELATED ACTIVITY FOR LKG  
Animal related activity was held on 30th Nov for LKG. Every child made shapes of animals using their
own thumb prints. Children were thrilled immersing their thumbs in color and making animal imprints
on the paper.

 STORY TELLING  

LKG
The story of “The Fox and the Grapes” was enacted by the teachers of LKG on 14 th November by
using relevant props and role play. The aim was to develop their language skills and enhance their
vocabulary.
UKG
The story “The truthful woodcutter” was enacted by the teachers of UKG on 14 th November during
morning assembly by using relevant props and role play. The story helped the children to understand
the moral “Honesty is the best policy”.

 CONVERSATIONAL SKILLS  

LKG
Conversation skills activity was held on 15th November on topic “Eating Food”. This was to motivate
the children to speak on stage with the confidence and enhance their communication skills.
UKG
“Helping parents at home”, role play was enacted by the children of UKG on 14th Nov. this helped
the students to develop their linguistic skills. 

 MOM   

LKG 
The message of the month was “Eat Healthy, Stay Healthy”. This was done on 30th Nov, to inculcate
healthy food habits in children.
UKG
The message of  the  month  was  “Stick  to  the  Rules”.  This  was done on 30th  Nov.  the  teacher
explained about the importance of traffic rules that we need to follow while using rules. She made the
children understand the significance of traffic lights and how to cross the road safely. Children drew
free hand drawing of kid using zebra crossing.
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